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Abstract 
Image Understanding tesearch at CMU ad- 
dresses a bmad spectrum of issues,from appli- 
cations of machine vision to the development 
of new sensors and basic vision science. The 
focal areas of our teseaKh include: 

0 Vision for Site Modeling 
Physics-Based Vision 

0 Parallel Vision 
e Sensor Development 
0 Vision for Object Recognition and Manip- 

0 Vision for Robot Vehicles 
ulation 

1 Vision Methods for Site Modeling 
Rapid site modeling - the generation of a detailed three- 
dimensional model of a surveyed site - is a critical prob- 
lem for both military and civilian applications, including 
geographic database generation for cartography, recon- 
naissance, damage assessment, combat simulation, aod 
autonomous air/gmund vehicle navigation. 
Central to the site modeling problem is the develop 

ment of efficient and reliable Image Understanding tech- 
niques to analyze and extract precise threedmensional 
shape information from multiple visual or range im- 
ages taken from a moving platform, such as a scouting 
groundair vechicle, or a stereoscopic camera. We have 
recently developed three new techniques: 1) the factor- 
ization method for shape and motion recovery from an 
image sequence; 2) the multi-baseline stereo method for 
reliable and dense depth mapping; and 3) the landmark 
object modeling method from range image sequence. AU 
of these methods have been tested with images taken in 
a controlled laboratory environment (to provide ground- 
truth data for quantitative evaluation) and taken outdoors 
under real lighting and geometry conditions. Their per- 
formance has been demonstrated to exceed that of previ- 
ous methods. 

1.1 The Factorization Method 

The structure from motion problem - recovering scene 
geometry and camera motion from a sequence of images 
-has attracted much of the attention of the vision commu- 
nity over the last decade, and yet it is common knowledge 
that existing solutions work well for perfect images, but 
are very sensitive to noise "%ere are two fundamental rea- 
sons for this. First, when camera motion is small, effects 
of camera rotation and translation arc conjugate: for ex- 
ample, rotation about the z-axis and translation along the 
x-axis both generate a very similar change in an image. 
Any attempt to recover or differentiate between these two 
motions is naturally noise sensitive. Second, computa- 
tion of shape as relative depth, for example, the height of 
a building as the difference of depths between the top and 
the bottom, is very sensitive to noise, since it is a small 
difference between large values. These difficulties are 
especially magnified when the objects ~IE distant from 
the camera relative to their sizes, which is usually the 
case for interesting applications such as site modeling. 

Recently we (Tomasi and b a d e )  [11[21 observed that 
both difficulties disappear when the problem is reformu- 
lated in worldcentend coordinates unlike the conven- 
tional cameracentered formulation. This new formula- 
tion links objectcentered shape to image motion directly, 
without using retinotopic depth as an intermediate quan- 
tity, and leads to a simple and well-behaved solution. 
Furthermore, the mutual independence of shape and mo- 
rion in world-centered coordinates makes it possible to 
cast structure-from-motion as a factorization problem, in 
which a matrix representing image measurements is de- 
composed directly into camera motion and object shape. 
More specifically, an image sequence can be repre- 

sented as a 2F x P measurement matrix W, which is 
made up of the horizontal and vertical coordinates of P 
poiots trackbd through F frames. If image coordinates 
am mas& with respect to tbei centroid, we prove the 
following rank theorem: under orthography, the mea- 
sucement matrix is of rank 3. As a consequence of this 
theorem, we show that the measurement matrix can be 
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fac tod  into the product of two matrices M and S. That 
is, W = MS, where M is of size 2F x 3 and encodes 
camera motion, and S is a 3 x P matrix which encodes 
shape in the coordinate system attached to the object cen- 
troid. 

The rank theorem precisely captures the natm of the 
redundancy in an image sequence, and permits a lage 
number of points and frames to be processed in a concep 
tually simple and computationally efficient way to reduce 
the effects of noise. The resulting algorithm is based 
on Singular Value Decomposition, which is numerically 
well-behaved and stable. The robustness of the recovery 
algorithm in turn enables us to use an image sequence 
with a very short interval between frames, which makes 
feature tracking relatively easy. 

We have demonstrated the accuracy and robustness of 
the method in a series of experiments on laboratory and 
outdoor sequences, with and without occlusions. With a 
laboratory experiment where a camera is moved by meam 
of a high-precision positioning platform for collecting the 
ground-truth data, it was shown that the computed mo- 
tion has errors consistently less than 0.1 degrees. The 
computed motion preserves all discontinuities in the ro- 
tational velocities. The errors in shape recovery were 
found to be less than 1 96. 

The method was also tested with image sequences of 
outdoor scenes taken by a hand-held camcoder. Outdoor 
images are harder to process than lab images because 
of unpredictable lighting changes and camera "jaggle". 
Also, in real applications features can appear and disap- 
pear from image to image due to occlusions, which pro- 
duces a W with incomplete columns. However, we can 
still apply the method successfully. The paper by Tomasi 
and h a d e  in these proceedings presents the theory and 
experimental results of the factorization method. 

1.2 Multi-Baseline S t e m  

Much progress has been made in methods for stereo vi- 
sion to reconstruct the threedimensional world from im- 
ages taken from slightly different points of view. How- 
ever, a fast, reliable stereo vision system for general vi- 
sion use remaios an unrealized goal of computer vision. 
The main difficulty is still the correspondence problem - 
to get high precision, the cameras should be far apart, but 
then it is difficult to match corresponding points. 

One of the most common methods used to deal with 
the problem is a coarse-to-fine control strategy, in which 
coarse resolution matching removes false matches and 
high resolution gives a precise depth value. Using the 
coarse-fine strategy, however, does not always remove 
false matcbes, especially when there is inherent ambigu- 
ity in matching such as a repeated pattern over a large 
region (eg., a scene of a picket fence). 

We (Kanade and Okutomi) 131 developed a new tech- 
nique called Multi-Baseline Stereo which uses multiple 

images obtained by camem that are laterally displaced 
(either or both horizontally and vertically) to produce 
different baselines. The technique shares features with 
the trinocular stereo, the EPI method, and Kalman-filter 
based methods in that it utilizes multiple images to in- 
crease the accuracy and precision of matching, but the 
computational approach is very different. Previous meth- 
ods obtain intermediate candidate makhiogs over multi- 
ple stereo images and check the consistency among these 
to find the correct combinations with increased precision. 
Since the intermediate decisions on correspondences are 
inherently noisy and ambiguous, finding the correct com- 
binations requires sophisticated consistency checks and 
search or filtering. 

In contrast, the Multi-Baseline Stereo uses the simple 
fact that for any baseline,disparity divided by the baseline 
distance is constant for each point. 

Therefore if we represent evidences of matching from in- 
dividual stereo image pairs with respect to <, rather than 
the disparity d as is usually done, then they should show 
indivate consistently the correct matching position. We 
may then add, integrate, or fuse such evidences of match- 
ing so that the resultant integrated evidence uniquely de- 
termines the correct match. 

We have implemented this idea by using the SSD (sum 
of squared differences) over a small window as the sim- 
plest and most effective measure of matching . We rep- 
resent the SSD values from individual stereo pairs with 
respect to the inverse distance l/z. The resulting SSD 
functions from all stereo pairs are added together to pro- 
duce the sum of SSDs, which we call SSSD-in-inverse- 
disfunce. We have proven that the SSSD-in-inverse- 
distance function exhibits a unique and clear minimum 
at the correct matching position even when the underly- 
ing intensity patterns of the scene include ambiguities or 
repetitive patterns. 

How this method works can be best Uustrated by the 
example in figure 1 which shows two of the ten images 
of a scene. The top part of the image (grid pattern) is 
completely repetitive. So, the matching is inherently 
ambiguous for a point in that region. Figure 2 shows 
the SSSD-in-inversedepth for such a point. The bot- 
tom curve which is obtained by a single baseline shows 
multiple minimums. We can observe, however, that as 
the number of baselines increases to two, four and eight, 
the SSSD-in-inversedistance has a betterdefined mini- 
mum. The computation is completely local, and does not 
involve any search, optimization, or smoothing. 

The method has been tested with both indoor and out- 
door scenes.The paper by Kanade, Okutomi, and Naka- 
hara in these proceedings presents the theory and experi- 
ment that we have produced so far. 
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lnWt88 d8pU1 Figure 1: "Town" data set (a) hag&; (b) Image9 

Figure 2: Combining multiple baseline stereo pairs 

1.3 Landmark Modeling h m  Range Image 
Sequence 

We (Hebert) have been developing techniques 141 to map 
the environment of a mobile robot using a laser range 
finder. We have extended the map building techniques to 
build explicit three-dimensional models of the landmarks 
and to use those models for navigation by matching the 
models with observed object models [SI. Including ex- 
plicit shape models allows for selective landmark identi- 
fication and for a more derailed map of the environment. 

The object models are built by gathering range data 
from several closely-spaced images. The features and 
data collected on each object are used to fit a discrete 
surface, represented by a mesh of points, which consti- 
tutes the object model stored in the map. 'Ihis approach 
does not involve an explicit segmentation ofthe observed 
scene. Instead, features extracted from individual range 
and reflectance images are grouped into clusters com- 
sponding to objects in the scene. The features are range 
and reflectance edges and near-vextical regions. Each 
cluster is assumed to correspond to one object. Clusters 
are tracked fkom image to image using a previously de- 
veloped matching algorithm. For each object, the surface 
fitting process is iterated using data and features from the 
clusters in the new and previous images. 

We have implemented and tested these algorithms us- 
ing the Navlab and Navlab IT as testbed vehicles with 
the Erim laser range finder. The Perceptroo range finder, 
which has better spatial resolution, was also used for 
off-line experimentation. Models of natural and man- 
made objects were successfully built and matched with 
observations during vehicle travel, yielding cOmct ve- 
hicle position. In our experiments so far, the perception 
system was tested in isolation, gathering image and posi- 
tion data, building and matching models without actually 
sending driving commands or position comctions to the 
vehicle. Our goal is now to incorporate the algorithms 
in the existing Navlab navigation environment to demon- 
strate improved mission capabilities. 

2 Physics-Based Vision 
It has long been recognized that traditional feature detec- 
tion such as edge-finding acts in ignorance of the optical 
physics of vision, and thus provides an unreliable foun- 
dation for machine vision. To address this problem, The 
CMU Image Understanding group has been spearhead- 
ing physics-based vision that performs an explicit anal- 
ysis of the constraints of optics, physics, geometry, and 
uncertainty involved in vision 161. We continue to make 
progms in this area for the analysis of appearance includ- 
ing color and interreflection, surface roughness, texture, 
photometric stereo, and image acquisition. 

2.1 Visual Analysis of Appearance 
To date, physics-basedvision research has primarily been 
limited to trivialized scenes with a single surface of rela- 
tively simple properties, analyzed under fairly ideal con- 
ditions. This is a far cry from the analysis of the complex 
scenes found in real-life situations, with mixtures of ma- 
terials, shapes, colors, and textures, uneven illumination, 
and many objects present in juxtaposition. 

Clearly. such complexity is beyond our ability to de- 
scribe and analyze at present. However, th is  analysis 
of the appearance of objects in arrangements is a neces- 
sary evolution from the study of physics-based vision in 
idealized scenes. 

Understanding Interreflection Between Objects 
Tbe computer graphics community has modeled inter- 

reflection for some time, but it presents very formidable 
problems for machine vision. This is because interreflec- 
tion can take so many forms. In one extreme case, re- 
flection from a mirror can take the form of the appear- 
ance of nearby objects. Recent work in machine vision 
has addressed the analysis of interreflection on a single 
concave surface; and the detection (but not analysis) of 
intemflection among multiple coloxed surfaces. 

In our work, we (Novak and Shafer) address the under- 
standing, modeling, and analysis of interreflection among 
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multiple objects. Even if we restrict ourselves to dielec- 
tric materials that obey the Dichromatic Reflection Model 
[71[81, the analysis is very difficult; to provide sufficient 
infoxmation for analysis, we am studying color images. 
According to the Dichromatic model, the color histogram 
for a single surface will form a "skewed T" shape within 
a plane, with a baseline comsponding to the diffuse color 
of the surface and a branch in the direction of the color 
of the highlight (Le. the illurninntion color). We have 
shown that interreflection between two surfaces causes 
this histogram to have a more complex shape. which will 
not generally be planar. In the area of the intemflection, 
there are several components due to body/body, surfad 
body, body/surface, and surfdsurface interreflection. 
These components interact in a highly structured manner 
to modify the distribution in the color histogram. 

The regularity of these structures in the histogram, 
however, forms a basis for analysis of surface properties. 
For example, the main highlight on the object corresponds 
to the main branch of the color histogram. The length 
of this branch is inversely related to the roughness of 
the surface, because a smooth surface concentrates the 
highlight into a narrow and hence very bright spot, while 
a rough surface diffuses the highlight and thus produces 
a shorter branch in the histogram. Also, the intersection 
of this branch with the branch for the (diffuse) body 
reflection color will be broad when the surface is rough 
and the highlight is spread over a broad patch of the 
surface. If the surface is smoother, the intersection of 
these branches will be narrow because the highlight is 
concentrated over a small spot on the object surface. The 
point at which these branches meet corresponds to some 
amount of body reflection, which in turn tells the angle 
of illumination on the surface. 

In the case of interreflection, there are many more 
structures on the histogram. For example, the sur- 
facehrface reflection causes a "secondary highlight" on 
the surface, which corresponds to a new branch present 
in the histogram. This has no counterpart when looking 
at a single surface without interreflection. The secondary 
highlight is very revealing, because its length, angle, and 
position all are related to the roughness of the two sur- 
faces involved. 

Other structures in the color histogram under inter- 
reflection reveal infoxmation about the geometric rela- 
tionship of the surfaces and the light source, and even 
about the relationship of the reflectance spectra of the 
surfaces' body reflection. Our work in this area is now 
aimed at demonstrating each of these analyses of the color 
histogram and determining the reliability and usefulness 
of each. To the extent that we succeed we may be able 
in the future to analyze and understand interreflection of 
colored objects and overcome the confusion suffered by 
current methods for color image segmentation. 

Detcrmlning Surface Roughness from Reflection 
When a person looks at an object, or an h g e  of an 

object, it is easy to determine in qualitative terms whether 
the object's surface is smooth or rough. The primary 
source of this information is the sharpness or blurriness of 
the edges of reflections seen on that surface. If the surface 
is smooth, reflections seen there will be very sharp-edged 
aod clear, as in the commercial where the woman holds up 
a dinner plate fhsh out of the dishwasher and exclaims, 
"I can see myself!" On the other hand, if the surface is 
rough or dirty, then reflections seen on that surface will 
have fuzzy edges and be indistinct. This is the aspect 
of appearance sometimes called "distinctness-of-image 

We (Stone and Shafer) are studying how to analyze this 
property in real images to estimate surface roughness. 
We begin by noting that the most revealing aspect of 
surface reflections is the bluniness of a reflection of a step 
edge. For example, if there is a light source in the scene, 
its reflection is apparent as a highlight on the surface. 
Frequently, other objects or secondary light sources (such 
as windows) cast light onto a surface, whose reflection 
similarly reveals the roughness of the reflecting surface. 

In t e rn  of mathematical physics, these situations are 
all the same - a source with a step edge casting light 
onto a reflecting surface that reflects the light into the 
camera The roughness of the reflecting surface in ef- 
fect convolves the incident step edge with some blurring 
function; this gives rise to the appearance of a blurred 
reflection edge in the image. We have developed a math- 
ematical characterization of this convolution based on the 
Torrance-Sparrow reflection model, which is very widely 
used and accepted. By identifying the edge of the reflec- 
tion and analyzing intensity profiles across that edge, we 
c8n estimate the probability distribution function of the 
surface microfacet normals in the surface microstructure. 
To date, we have analyzed only the simplest arrange- 

ment of a very large source with a single clearly defined 
step edge, reflecting from a planar surface into the cam- 
era. We have found difhction gratings, under particular 
conditions, to be useful as a test object, since the surface 
facet n o d s  distribution is well-known. Our ongoing 
work will attempt to generalize all of these assumptions. 
Our goal is to be able to look into a complex scene, iden- 
tify a reflected pattern on a surface, and by analyzing its 
bluniness or sharpness, compute the roughness of that 
Surface. 

gloss". 

Analyzing Surface and Image Texture 
3D texture analysis has been a difficult area for ma- 

chine vision, because a texture by definition has a com- 
plex geometry in the image. A good way to characterize 
texture is by the Fourier transform, but unfortunately this 
destroys inherent geometric information. Instead, we 
use a form of local Fourier transform called the image 
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spectrogram, which is a kind of dense wavelet decompo- 
sition of the image. In the spectrogram, a local Fourier 
transform is computed in a neighborhood around each 
pixel in the image. Thus, the specfrogram is S(x,y,u,v) 
where x and y are image coordinates and u and v 82e 
spatial frequencies. Tbe spectrogram allows a unified 
treatment of geometry, Fourier hansfonns, wavelets, and 
image resolution d sampling, which makes it particu- 
larly useful for analyzing 3D image textures. We have 
investigated other similar representations including Ga- 
bor functions, orthonormal wavelets, steerable filters, and 
the Wigner distribution. We find the image spectrogram 
to be superior for 3D machine vision because it gives a 
dense representation of spacdfrequency information and 
allows all the mathematics of Fourier transforms to be 
brought to bear for geometric image analysis. 
Our primary study (Krumm and Shafer) has been on 

the analysis of texture gradients on 3D surfaces by using 
the spectrogram. We published in h e  1990 DARPA IU 
Workshop proceedings our theory that unified many im- 
portant image phenomena including texture gradients, 
aliasing, and lens parameters [KNmm91]. Now, we 
have expanded our work from onedimensional to two- 
dimensional signals (images) and developed a working 
algorithm for computing shape from texture. 

Our new shape-from-texture algorithm exploits the 
systematic changes in apparent frequency in the image 
of a textured shape. On a plane viewed under perspec- 
tive, the spatial frequencies of the texture increase as 
the plane recedes from the viewer. We compute the lo- 
cal Fourier transform at various points on such a plane. 
These transforms are related by an approximately affine 
transformation of the u-v frequency axes; the parameters 
of that aftine transform are determined by the onentation 
of the plane. By computing the affine transform to match 
the local Fourier transforms, we can calculate the slope 
of the plane. This method requires no feature detection; 
it works on relatively small neighborhoods, which should 
allow us to extend it for curved surfaces. 

2.2 Specular Lobe Objects - FOW Light 
Photometric Stereo 

The brightness of a pixel in an image results h m  tbe re- 
flection of light. The amount of light reflected &peds 00 
characteristics of the reflecting surface, and imaging ge- 
ometry. W o  types of reflectance models have been used 
to predict image brightness: geometrical optics models 
and physical optics models. Geometrical optics models 
are approximate models. They are appropriate wheo the 
wavelength of light is much smaller than the roughness of 
the reflecting surface, and are much simpler than physical 
optics models. A unified reflectance model was proposed 
by Nayar, Ikeuchi, and Kanade [91, which combines the 
geometrical and physical models. This madel is able to 
predict the brighmess of surfaces that exhibit a diffuse 

lobe, specular lobe, and specular spike. 
By using the unified reflectance model, we developed 

a photomtric sampler device [IO] that determines the 
surface orientation and reflection parameters of surfaces 
exhibiting a linear combhation of lambertian and spec- 
ular spike components. A photometric sampler device 
uses a series of extended light sources to sequentially 
illuminate the object uoder inspection. 

Another ioteresting class of surfaces is those which 
exhibit a linear combmtioo of lambertian and specular 
lobe components. We (Solomon, and Ikeuchi) have de- 
veloped an algorithm that extracts the surface orientation 
and reflectance parameters for this class of objects. The 
method, which we call thefour light photometric stereo, 
uses four lights to sequentially illuminate the object under 
inspectioo. The lights are positioned so that the specular 
lobes of each light source do not intersect The four lights 
produce three types of regions on an object: regions il- 
luminated by all four lights, regions illuminated by three 
lights, and regions illuminated by only two lights. Each 
of these regions provides different information. 

For each regioo an algorithm has been developed to 
extract the shape and roughness of objects that exhibit 
a specular lobe. The work extends photometric stereo 
techniques for specular lobe objects, from the regions 
illuminated by all four light sources to the entire gaussian 
sphere. We have tested our algorithm with real specular 
lobe objects, including a specular painted sphere, and a 
plastic helmet 

2 3  Research in Image Acquisition 
To cany out studies in physics-based analysis of images, 
it is important to have highquality image data. Acquir- 
iog such data demands high-precision imaging equipment 
and careful calibration, so that errors in experimental re- 
sults can be properly attributed to limitations of equip 
ment, calibration, physical modeling, or computation. 

We (Wiison and Shafer) have just completed the con- 
struction of a second automated camera system for the 
Calibrated Imaging Lab. The new system consists of a 
motorized 13x zoom lens and a cooled slow-scan sci- 
entific camera. The new lens feams 11,100 steps of 
resolution for focal length (zoom), 4,000 steps for focus 
distance, and 2,700 steps for aperhm. The new camera 
features 12 bits of dynamic range, direct digitization of 
each cell of the semor element, am: I signal-to-noise ra- 
tio, and fully variable exposure times. We are presently 
doing the radiometric and geometric calibration of the 
camera systtm. 

We are oow studying mge-fbm-focus, and have 
made progress in Constant-Magnification Focusing and 
understanding spatial aliasing in cameras. Constant- 
Magnificatioo Focusing deals with the problem of focus 
magnification, the slight change in image magnification 
that occurs when a lens is focused [Willson91]. This 
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can disturb the calculations of traditional focusquality 
measures, resulting in errors in range-hm-focus compu- 
tations. With Constant-Magnification Focusing, we per- 
form a very small mom adjustment as the lens is focused, 
in order to maintain a constant image magnification. This 
eliminates the bias caused by focus magnification. 

3 ParallelVision 
The big news this year is the arrival of the first iWorp 
computers from Intel. We have received four iWarp com- 
puters, three 8x8 arrays and one 8 cell amy (which will 
be expanded to 16 cells). The arrival of these machines is 
the culmination of years of joint work between Camegie 
Mellon and Intel in the design of the iWarp chip and its 
associated software. 

iWarp is explicitly designed for use in signal and im- 
age processing; it incorporates a very high perchip VO 
rate (320 MB/s total over eight physical pathways) with 
high performance (20 MFLOPS and a comparable num- 
ber of MIPS), as well as a fast memory interface (la0 
MB/s). The high VO rate is essential for signal and im- 
age processing operations, in which the ratio between 
computation and YO is much lower than for scientific 
computing. The iWarp chips can communicate either 
through conventional message-passing, or through sys- 
tolic YO in which words of data are fed to the pathway 
directly from the computational unit, with exmmely low 
latency. Non-adjacent chips can communicate through 
longdistance connections mediated by the hardware of 
intervening cells. 

Our work on parallel computer vision has led to the 
commercial support of the Apply programming language 
[ l l l  by Intel for iWarp. Apply allows the program- 
mer to easily write any local image processing operation 
(such as point operations, edge detection, and smooth- 
ing) and have it automatically mapped efficiently onto 
iWarp, without programmer knowledge of details such 
as data distribution and interprocessor communication. 
Apply comes with a large library of image processing 
progmms called the WEB library, originally developed 
on the Camegie Mellon Warp machine. Apply and iWarp 
are already being used in a number of labs, including 
General Electric Aerospace. 

A successor to Apply has been developed that allows 
both local and global image processing operations to be 
written [121[131. This new language, Adapt, supports all 
Apply operations 8s well as such operations as histogram, 
image warping, two-dimensional fast Fourier transform, 
and connected components. Tbe language has been im- 
plemented on iWarp, and is cumntly in use at h g i e  
Mellon for research in feature extraction for a vision 
algorithm compiler, spectrogram generation, and multi- 
baseline stereo. In addition, an implementation of the 
second DARF'A Image Understanding benchmark is un- 
der way. 

One of the more exciting applications of Adapt is to 
overcome the image YO bottleneck in the current con- 
figuration of iWarp. At present, iWarp is attached to the 
VME bus of a Sun, which limits the YO that can be done 
to iWarp to a few megabytes per second - too slow for 
nal time image processing. However, mcently image 
compression chips and boards based on the P E G  image 
compression standad have come on the market, which 
can compress images at video rate by as much as 28:l 
without loss of image quality. At that compression rate, 
even full 512x512 color images could be fed across the 
VME bus at 30 hmedsecond. We are presently imple- 
menting tbe PEG algorithm on iWarp, which will allow 
images to be uncompressed and processed there, then 
ncompressed for display by another compressing frame 
buffer. This is the first application of image compres- 
sion to overcoming the traditional parallel computer VO 
bottleneck tha! we am awan of. 

The development of the PEG standard has created 
great opportunities for the application of imaging. A 
rew emerging image processing library standard may 
well have similar impact For several years, a group 
of image processing experts (primarily fkom companies 
with an interest in imaging such as Datacube, Sun, Mitre, 
Hewlett-Packard, and so on) has been defining a standard 
imaging model and program library for image processing. 
This work, now called the Programmer's Imaging Ker- 
nel System, has recently been proposed as an I S 0  stan- 
dard. Caroegie Mellon and Intel are jointly developing 
an Adapt implementation of this standard. It is believed 
that this standard will serve as more than just a program 
library for iWarp; as iWarp can easily be implemented on 
a variety of MIMD parallel computers (an implementa- 
tion on the Touchstone is underway) it should serve as a 
basis for developing architecture-independent image pro- 
cessing systems and for comparing and evaluating new 
higb perfomance computers for image processing. 

4 VLSI Smart Sensor-based Range Finder 
We (GNss, Carley and Kanade) have been developing 
a high-speed light-stripe range-imaging system based on 
an analog VLSI smart sensor, which is capable of ac- 
quiring range h s  at rates two orders of magnitude 
better than currently available ranging methods [141[151. 
At the beart of this system is an intelligent VLSI sensor 
which uses a novel cell-parallel approach to stripe-based 
range imaging. The cell-parallel algorithm we employ is 
practical only because one can integrate computation and 
memory functions in a single photoreceptive cell. 

In a conventional light-stripe system, a complete range 
map is obtained via the stepand-repeat process of pro- 
jecting a stripe, grabbing a video image, extracting the 
stripe position h m  the image, and stepping the stripe 
until an entire scene has been scanned. Though practical, 
the speed of sampling range data with this conventional 
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technique is severely limited to the order of a second. 
Also, the time required to build a range map in this fash- 
ion is proportional to the desired horizontal resolution. 

The new sensor is based on the same optical and g e e  
metrical principle, but it operates somewhat differently. 
In contrast, our range-finder acquires range data while a 
saipe is swept continuously over the scene. A special- 
ized VLSI sensor consists of a two-dimensional amy of 
smart photosensitive cells, each of which has circuitry 
that detects and remembers the t h e  at which it observes 
the peak incident light intensity during a sweep. A given 
cell predefines a unique line of sight, and the “timestamp” 
it records determines a particular orientation of the stripe. 
Thus, sensing elements, working in parallel, gather infor- 
mation sufficient to extract a complete range map from 
a single pass of the light stripe. The time required to 
build the range map is independent of the map’s spatial 
resolution. 

Analog signal processing is well suited for performing 
the kinds of computations necessary to achieve intelli- 
gent sensors. Integrated circuitry which performs com- 
putations on analog values is small in area The density 
which with the sensing and processing task can be per- 
formed within a given die area is thus enhanced. Analog 
processing circuits do not generate the switching noise 
associated with digital implementations. Finally, sensed 
data is by its nature analog. Analog processing avoids 
the need to convert sensed data before computations can 
take place. 

Currently, a prototype cell-parallel range-imaging sys- 
tem, based on a smart VLSI sensor, is operational. The 
sensor in this prototype system is a fullcustom integrated 
circuit implemented in a 2 pm CMOS process. The chip 
contains 896 smart cells arranged in a 28 x 32 array 
and measures 7.8 mm x 9.2 mm. Within each smart cell 
is a photoreceptor, light-stipe detection circuitry, and 
the means to record and read out range data samples. 
The prototype range imaging sensor and system acquires 
range images at rates up to 1,0oO frames per second: 
see figure 3. Repeatability of the range data has been 
measured to be on the order of a percent. 

A second generation light-stripe sensor implemnta- 
tion is currently being tested. This new chip incorporates 
several advantages over the first design. The die a m  of 
smart cells in the new chip is 36% smaller than that of 
the cells of the first generation sensor. Stripe detection 
is done in a more robust manner and range data read- 
out circuitry has been simplified. In addition, the new 
cell provides a means to record the intensity of the light- 
stripe measured when range data sample is acquired. Tbe 
cell’s intensity output can be used to aid in the light-stripe 
system range calibration process. Scene reflectance in- 
formation can also be derived fiom this intensity data 

One area of sensor design methodology being pursued 
lately involves moving circuitry out of the smart cells in 

Figure 3: A 28x32 range image of a cup. This image can 
be captured within 1 to 2 msec. 

order to pack the photoreceptive areas more tightly. This 
approach is motivated by the need to provide good optical 
e5ciency in a practical sensor. Imaging optics must be 
designed to accurately illuminate the entire surface of the 
device. However, the gaps between photosites containing 
interleaved circuitry waste the light from the stripe that 
falls there. Moving circuitry from the photosensitive ar- 
eas allows these gaps to be closed. The light collected by 
a given optical system is therefore used more effectively. 

Integrating sensing and processing on integrated cir- 
cuit substrates holds great promise for developing of so- 
phisticated data acquisition systems. Computation at the 
point of sensing allows raw sensor data to be tailored to 
the needs of higher level system requirements in a p a d -  
le1 fashion. The ability to acquire data intelligently also 
means that new sensing methodologies can be developed. 
One of the most distinguishing features of this research is 
that it is not just parallel implementation of known algo- 
rithms by VLSI technology to achieve increased speed, 
such as VLSI chips for convolution. Rather, we are 
demonstrating that integmtion of sensing and process- 
ing can make possible modifications of the operational 
principles of infomution acquisition (in our case, range 
imaging) which results in a qualitative improvement in 
perfOnIWlCe. 

5 Vision for Object Recognition and 
Manipulation 

One of the most important applications for machine vi- 
sion is robotic manipulation of objects. The CMU Image 
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Unckrstandiog group has been developing a mtbod for 
modeling shapes, sensors, rrrd tasks, and an automated 
method of constructing vision-guidod object recognition 
and manipulation system by means ofprecompilation aod 
learning. 

5.1 Visbn-GuIded Sunptbu Using Delormrrbk 

We (Hebext, Ikeuchi, Delingetre) have ~develcqcd a 
vision-guided manipulation system to collect small rock 
samples in natural Dmain. Our initial system used su- 
perquadrics for shape reprtsentation and a simpk clam- 
shell gripper for manipulation. Recently, we have ex- 
tended the system by using mom accurate representations 
and iiner control of the manipulation [la] so as to deal 
with complex scenes. We use €me-form deformable sur- 
faces as the base representation for the object models, im- 
plemented as a triangular mesh of typically five huadred 
nodes. The models are computed from surface features, 
range, surface normals, and curvature discontinuities. 

For -re dexterous manipulation, we constructed a 
three-finger gripper that allows for finer control of tbe 
grasping operations. Optimal grasping positions are com- 
puted by analyzing the local shape of the object at the 
three points of contact for every possible position of the 
gripper. The evaluation criterion is based on rbe sum of 
the areas of contact between finger and object at the three 
contact points. We have demonstrated the sampling task 
in complex scenes. 

5 2  Vision Algorithm Compiler 
The Vision Algorithm Compiler WAC) [171 is a method- 
ology that we have been developing over the years to 
provide an alternative to tbe traditional, expensive hund- 
coding of model-based vision systems. Given a vision 
task, a VAC starts with models of objects, sensors, and 
processing techniques. Working off-line, a VAC ana- 
lyzes the models and automatically compiles a recog- 
nition strategy, which is compiled into an excecutable 
program which performs the task on-line. 

During the past several years, work on the VAC has 
progressed in several areas. We have worked on mod- 
eling sensors [181, a fi-ame-based geomeaic modeling 
system 1191, generation of optimal classification strate- 
gies [201, accurate determination of object position and 
orientation 1211, and an example system for bin-picking 
tasks 1221. 

Recently we (Ikeuchi, Kanade, ami Sato) applied the 
VAC methodology to the task of recognizing a specular 
object in an ootid image and an object in SAFt images, 
as well as determining its postion aod orientation 1231. 
Figurt 4 shows the overall system. The figure consists 
of sensor-independent modules (Aspect Generator, Tem- 
plate Generator, Aspect Classifier, and Fine Matcher), 
and a sensordependent module (Sensor Simulator). It 

slut.ces 

Potential Fields 

Figure 4: Recompilation method for object recognition 

should be noted that most of the developed techniques 
rue common between specular objects and S A R  images 
except the sensor models. 

In the off-line precompilation phase, images of the 
object are synthesized fiom a representative set of view- 
points that cover the entire viewing sphere. On the basis 
of the visible features, the sample images are grouped 
into aspects. Figure 5 shows the synthesized S A R  im- 
ages for an airplane. Each aspect is characterized by a 
matching template that models the appearanceand distri- 
bution of the specular features for that aspect. For each 
aspect, a procedure! is created and attached which should 
be used for calculating the precise pose of the object once 
an image is classified to belong to the aspect. In the on- 
line recognition phase, an unknown image is input to the 
system. According to the compiled strategy, the image 
goes through the two stages for recognition: aspect clas- 
sification and fine matching. Figure 6 shows an example 
of the recognition result. 

The system proved itself capable of localizing very 
specular objects in optical images. The only changes to 
the system required to deal with different image types 
was to change the sensor simulator model. 

5.3 Assembly Plan h m  Observation 
Another self-programming capability that we (Ikeuchi, 
Kang, Paul. Wheeler, Suehiro) have been working on are 
systems which "learn" or program themselves by observ- 
ing a human performing the same task; we call this an 
assembly-plan-from-observarion method. A human per- 
forms assembly operations in fiont of a TV camera of the 
system. The system recognizes such assembly operations 
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Figure 5: Simulated S A R  images of an airplane 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I pyll I Y\\ 

Figure 6: Recognition result of an airplane S A R  image by 
a program compiled by Wsion Algorithm Compiler. The 
five pictures indicate the five candidate aspect (rotation 
angles) and the bottom figure shows the overlay of the 
final recognized airplane rotation. Note that the dark 
region corresponds to the shedow of the airplane. I 
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and generates an assembly plan to be able to r e p t  the 
~ a m e  assembly operations using its robot a m  

This year, we have focused on a class of assembly o g  
erations, such as put-on or insert-into. One of the impor- 
tant purposes of such assembly operations is to achieve 
face contacts between objects. We have examined possi- 
ble face contact relations among polyhedra and classified 
them into nine equivalent groups. We further exam- 
ined the transitions which occur among these equivalent 
groups and the assembly operations which cause such 
transitions. The results summarized into the pm- 
cedure tree which associates transitions and neassary 
assembly operations among the groups. 

The system works as follows. It recognizes object 
configurations at each step of assembly operations and 
then extracts face contact relations from these configura- 
tions. By consulting the procedure tree, the system can 
associate an extracted relation transition with the neces- 
sary operations to achieve the transition. Once a class of 
assembly operations is recovered from observation, by 
filling in necessary motion parameters, such as where to 
put or from which direction to insert, the system com- 
pletes the learning of the assembly plan. By repeating 
this sequence, the system successfully generates the se- 
quence of assembly operations necessary to repeat the 
assembly performed by the human [241. Techniques to 
deal with noisy measurements have been also developed 
1251 

We plan to develop modules to recognize human grasp- 
ing strategies and global path planning from observing a 
sequence of images. 

6 Vision for Autonomous Mobile Robots 
Mobile robots are vital for tasks in reconnaissance, ex- 
ploration, and all missions to be canied out in remote lo- 
cations. Visual navigation, however, is quite challenging 
because of the need for very robust sensing in change- 
able outdoor conditions and the complexity of situation 
assessment for a vehicle moving through the environ- 
ment. CMU has several major programs in vision for 
mobile robot vehicles, including cross-country and road- 
way terreshial navigation and underwater navigation. 

6.1 Unmanned Ground Vehicle 
Work on the Navlab [26l, including perception, planning, 
and new vehicle construction, has now been grouped into 
a single project as part of DARPA's new UGV program. 
We (Thorpe and others) have a new vehicle, the Navlab 
II, which is a converted HMMWV. Perception algorithms 
running on the Navlab and Navlab II include road fol- 
lowing, object recognition, and cross-country traversal. 
These vehicles navigate using using sonar, giga-hertz 
radar, and the ERIM laser rangefinder. We have re- 
cently demonstrated steering around obstacles and track- 
ing guard rai ls and parked cars. Work on cross-country 

mobility has concentrated on achieving higber speeds 
through careful pipelining of the processing, and incor- 
porating detailed models of vehicle control and kinemat- 
ics. The best runs to date have achieved speeds of over 6 
mph on &rate off-road terrain. EDDIE, the toolkit for 
building softwan architecaues, and the Annotated Map 
data management system have been distributed to Cater- 
pillar, University of Massachusetts, JPL, Florida Atlantic 
University, and other sites. 

Pomerleau developed ALVI", a neural net road fol- 
lowing system [271, and has used it to drive the NAVLAB 
II up to 55 mph on highways, and for a continuous dis- 
tance of over 21 miles. The networks are trained by 
watching a human drive, with synthetic noise added to 
the training examples to decrease sensitivity to features 
such as other vehicles and guard rails. ALVI" has also 
been modified to produce confidence measures in the out- 
put of the nehvork[281. This will allow several nets to be 
run in parallel, for instance nets trained on different types 
of road, and the output from the most confident net used 
for driving. 
Road following using symbolic feature tracking in 

YARF (Kluge) now incorporates robust statistics and 
road models. YARF trach features such as yellow center 
lines and white edge lines. Detected feature locations are 
recorded in a local map. After each image is processed, 
all the features in the vehicle's cumnt vicinity are used 
to update the current model of road location, orientation, 
and curvature. Robust statistics approaches to weighting 

. features are used to reduce sensitivity to outliers, and to 
give indications of possible intersections or changes in 
road structure. YARF routinely drives the Navlab along 
city streets IKBT the CMU campus. 

6.2 Planning for Robot Perception 
Recent advances in mobile robots have demonstrated sys- 
tems that can follow a simple lane or find a known land- 
mark. The next step is to develop robots capable of 
driving in M c ,  which requires interpreting much more 
complex road configurations, signs and signals, and inter- 
acting with other moving traffic. We (Reece and Shafer) 
anz studying this problem, which we call tactical driv- 
ing, with the Pharos traffic simulation program and the 
Ulysses computational driving program [Reece9la]. We 
began this work by developing Pharos, a traffic simu- 
lation program that models a network of streets. The 
input database describes the exact geometry of each lane 
of each sheet, and the details of each sign, signal and 
h e  marking. Into this network of streets, Pharos injects 
vehicles we call "zombies" that turn randomly at each 
intersection, but follow actual driving laws and vehicle 
kinematics models as they travel. To make their driving 
decisions, ten times per (simulated) second, each vehicle 
follows a decision-making process by examining the data 
structures of Pharos to determine the lane of travel, con- 
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straints imposed by vehicles and a;lesc control devices, 
and intended maneuvers such as overtaking and turning. 

To study robot driving, we developed a robot driving 
program called Ulysses that controls one vehicle in the 
simulated world of Pharos [Reece9la]. Whenever the 
"robot" vehicle is queried, a message is sent from Pharos 
to Ulysses to ask for the next steering and speed com- 
mands. Ulysses carries out a decision-malriag process 
that simulates how a (robot) driver would decide what to 
do. In this process, Ulysses sends "perceptual requests" 
to Pharos, such as asking for the upcoming lane geom- 
etry or the distance and speed of the vehicle in front of 
the robot. Pharos answers these requests just as a robot 
perception system would do. When it has run through its 
decision-making process, Ulysses reports its computed 
speed and steering commands to Pharos, which carries 
out that action and continues its simulation of traBc. 
The decision-making process of Ulysses is completely 
feasible for a robot vehicle. 

Our chief finding to date concerns the perceptual cost 
of driving. Traditional AI planners are based on the no- 
tion that the perception system continuously provides a 
complete model of the world, within which the planner 
can find whatever it is interested in. However, the cost 
of finding all possible cars, signs, road markings, and 
other objects, ten times per second, while driving, is stu- 
pendous. It isn't even vaguely conceivable that a real 
robot driver would be able to provide such a continu- 
ously updated model of everything in the environment. 
Instead, the Ulysses program makes requests for the spe- 
cific things it needs to know at each tick of the clock, 
in order to make the specific decisions it needs to make. 
In addition, since the perception requests are sequential, 
each one can constrain the geometry of the later requests. 
We carefully model rbe "perceptual cost" for Pharos to 
answer each request made by Ulysses, and have shown 
that this demanddriven model of perception is several or- 
ders of magnitude lower in cost than the complete world 
model assumed by traditional AI planners [Reece9lb, 
Reece9 1 c]. 

6.3 Underwater Perception 

We (Hebert and Langer) have been working on under- 
water terrain modeling by sonar imaging for autonomous 
underwater vehicles (AW). Recovering terrain shape 
from sonar data is complicated by the ambiguity inherent 
to sonar data, in which the effects of range and intensity 
are complicated by the shape, reflectivity, and roughness 
of the observed target, and by the transmission charac- 
teristics of sonar. Recovering shape €ram sonar data is 
therefore a highly underconstrained problem, much like 
shape recovery from visual data, Our approach is to use a 
reflection model that relates the observedmge and inten- 
sity to all the unknown surface parameters. Using initial 
values of those parameters, shapes are reconstructed first 

in the neighborhood of high-intensity points which cor- 
respond to more reliable data. An iterative process is 
then used to revise both shape and surface parameters. 
The resulting sparse map is interpolated using a standard 
regularization-based interpolation algorithm. 

We have tested the algorithm on a number of sonar im- 
ages collected by Florida Atlantic University (FAU) [29, 
301. The results show that surface maps are correctly 
recovered even when very different types of terrain, such 
as rocks and sand, are present in the scene. This departs 
from previous algorithms which assumes implicitly that 
the bottom surface is homogeneous and flat. Our con- 
tinuing research is in merging multiple sonar images and 
quantifying the performance evaluation of terrriin recon- 
struction. 
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